Nonprofits Matter – An Economic Force
For a Vibrant Community
The Economic Impact of the Nonprofit Sector in the Colorado Springs MSA
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INTRODUCTION
Over 2,000 nonprofit organizations operate in the Pikes Peak Region and provide a broad range
of necessary and important basic services to people in need as well as services that enhance
the quality of the lives of many. Most people often associate the value of nonprofits with their
social impact, as opposed to their contribution to the overall economic vitality of the
community. Yet, nonprofits are an important economic force in the Pikes Peak Region and
contribute to the economic vitality and development of the region:
•
•
•
•

by improving the quality of life and making a community more attractive to workers and
consumers, and thereby, businesses;
by providing public services that could be, or perhaps in the past were, provided by
government;
by the jobs and payroll dollars provided to those who work for nonprofits; and
by having the ability to attract new dollars into the region. These new dollars are often
in the form of grants, donations and contributions. The flow of these new dollars
stimulates additional local economic activity.

When local nonprofits attract grants and donations from outside the Pikes Peak Region, they
are in a sense no different from other “primary” employers (e.g. manufacturing firms, military
installations, tourism) that bring income into the community through the export of goods and
services. But, nonprofits are uniquely able to provide what is commonly referred to as a
“double benefit”. They bring new money into the economy and stimulate local economic
activity, and local residents often are able to benefit from the services that these organizations
provide to the community.
This study effort included two components. The first was a detailed examination of the size
and scope of the nonprofit sector in the Colorado Springs Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA)
which includes El Paso and Teller Counties. It resulted in a profile of the sector in terms of
revenue, expenditures, assets, employment, wages, and the number and size of organizations
by type. The second part of the study effort assessed the direct, indirect and induced economic
impacts of the nonprofit sector on the economy of the Colorado Springs MSA. Estimates of the
revenue impacts on local and state governments were also calculated as a part of this
component.

Key Findings
A Diverse Sector:
Profile of the Nonprofit Sector
•

A total of 1,275 tax exempt nonprofit organizations operating in the Colorado Springs metro
area filed an IRS Form 990 during the 2010-2011 period. This total does not include the
many churches or small nonprofits that don’t register with the IRS (estimated to be at least
another 800 entities in Colorado Springs).

•

Public charities made up 73% of the organizations filing a Form 990, 11% were private
charitable foundations, and all other 501 (c) entities comprised the rest.

•

Nonprofits in the Colorado Springs metro area are active in a diverse range of fields, serving
and enriching both individuals and communities.

•

The public/societal benefit and human services fields account for over 39% of entities active
in the area, followed by religion/spiritual related (14.3%), and education (12.1%).

A Considerable Financial Footprint:
The Finances and Economic Activities of Nonprofits
•

In 2011, the nonprofit sector in the Colorado Springs MSA:
o Generated over $3.1 billion in revenues.
o Spent over $3 billion, including over $837 million in wages and compensation
o Held over $4.2 billion in assets
o Generated over $91 million in local and state tax revenue.

•

Colorado Springs’ overall nonprofit expenditures per capita were $4,723 in 2011, slightly
lower than the U.S. average, but about 12% higher than in Colorado.

•

Over half of the annual expenditures by area nonprofits were made by entities in three
fields:
o international/foreign affairs
o health
o recreation/sports
Yet, the number of nonprofits in those fields comprised only 22% of the total number of
entities.

•

The 15 largest nonprofits in 2011 had 66% of total nonprofit revenues; 64% of total
expenditures; and 42% of total nonprofit assets in the Colorado Springs metro area.

•

Yet, at the same time, nonprofits are a big part of the Colorado Springs small business
community:
o 84% of nonprofits are small, with annual budgets under $1 million
o 47.3% are very small with annual budgets under $100,000

•

Charitable contributions and grants comprise 47% of total revenues to Colorado Springs
nonprofits and, on average, are the largest single revenue source to local entities. That
proportion is double the national rate of 22% and is well above the 28% reported for

Colorado. Rather than higher levels of local giving, this is explained by a high concentration
of larger national/international charities and religious related organizations being based in
Colorado Springs that have extensive national/global fundraising capabilities.
•

The 142 private foundations based in Colorado Springs granted nearly $48 million in 2010.
That is approximately $7 million more than the 5% of assets minimum required by federal
law.

•

Nonprofits in the Colorado Springs MSA are estimated to have employed over 16,800
workers in 2011.

•

One in every 14 civilian workers in the Colorado Springs MSA in 2011 was employed by a
nonprofit organization.

•

At 7.0%, the nonprofit share of total employment in Colorado Springs is below the U.S.
average of 8.4%, but higher than the Colorado average of 6.5%.

•

The nonprofit sector was the 7th largest among 21 major industries in the C.S. MSA

•

Nonprofits employ:
o a third more workers than in manufacturing;
o more than 4 times the number of workers in the region's real estate industry;
o almost one and a half times the number of workers in construction;
o more workers than in all local/state government (not including public education)

•

Overall, average weekly wages of nonprofit workers in the Colorado Springs area, estimated
at $842 in 2011, are comparable to the overall average for all workers. However, there is a
great deal of variation in the average weekly wages of nonprofit workers across various
industry groups.

•

Nonprofit wages, on average, are about 8% lower than the average for fed/state/local
government, but actually about 3.4% higher than the average paid by for-profit entities.

•

Nonprofits in the area report they had visits by tourists and program participants that
resulted in just under 410,000 visitor days and approximately 225,000 hotel nights in the
Colorado Springs area. Total annual visitor spending of $23.2 million in the metro area is
estimated to have occurred as a result of these visits.

A Major Economic Presence:
The Economic and Government Revenue Impacts of the Nonprofit Sector
•

The net economic benefit of the nonprofit sector to the Colorado Spring MSA economy as
measured by total value added, analogous to gross domestic product (GDP), is over $1.7
billion.

•

The average yearly value added (GDP) per nonprofit employee in the Colorado Springs area
is $102,294.

•

The Nonprofit sector is responsible for a total of 16,848 direct jobs in the Colorado Springs
MSA.

•

Those direct jobs and associated spending support an additional 9,824 indirect and induced
jobs.

•

The total combined impact is 26,672 ongoing jobs with average salaries of $46,218. Total
annual labor income impact is calculated at over $1.2 billion.

•

One in every 9 civilian jobs in the Colorado Springs MSA is directly or indirectly attributable
to the Nonprofit Sector

•

The 26,672 nonprofit related jobs represent 11% of total civilian employment in the region.

•

The $1.7 billion Value Added is the equivalent of about 6.5% of GDP in the Pikes Peak
Region.

•

Contrary to common misconception, nonprofits generate considerable tax revenue for state
and local government.

•

Nonprofits in the Colorado Springs MSA are estimated to have generated almost $36 million
of Colorado income tax revenue, $23.3 million of state and local sales taxes, and $32.6
million in property tax revenues for local governments in 2011.

•

Total tax revenue impact of nonprofits in 2011 for all state and local governments in
Colorado Springs MSA is estimated at just under $92 million.

•

Of that total, $8.2 million went to Colorado Springs and $1.2 million to other municipalities;
$7.4 million to El Paso County and nearly $676,000 to Teller County; $24 million to school
districts, and $45.6 million to the state.
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